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Let X be a metric space. A family H of continuous functions of several variables
of X with values in X is said to be generating if, whenever A c C(K, X) separates
points and H operates on A, then A is dense in C(K, X). (For example, the family
H = {x + y, xy, constants} in C(R2

, R) is generating (for R) by the Stone
Weierstrass theorem.) We identify metric spaces which admit generating families
(not all do), and among those, we search for spaces X that admit generating
families in C(X 2

, Xl-such as R. (This may be considered a topological version of
Hilbert's 13th problem.) Once we know this, we try to identify some (small)
generating families in C(X 2

, X). (This is done in particular when X = R.) As a fringe
benefit we obtain a "topological" proof of the Stone-Weierstrass theorem. '1:: 1990
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O. INTRODUCTIOK

We take the classical Stone-Weierstrass theorem as a starting point for
our discussion. It says that if A is a subalgebra of a real C(K) space which
separates the points of K and contains the constants then A is dense in
C(K). The following reformulation of this theorem is more suitable for our
purpose.

STONE-WEIERSTRASS THEOREM. Let A be a subset of a C(K) space which
separates the points of K. If the functions x + y, xy and the constant func
tions operate on A then A is dense in C(K).

The following definition is included in the above theorem.

DEFI",mON. Let X be a topological space, let A c C(K, X), and let
hE C(XT, X). h operates on A if for {it LET C A, h( {it LE T) E o4.

Thus, the general scheme of the theorem is the following. For some
metric space X (namely X = R = the real line ) there exists a subfamily H of
Un;;. I qxn, X) (namely H = {x + y, xy, constants}) with the following
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property: if H operates on some A c C(K, X) which separates points, then
A is dense in elK, X). Moreover, H is actually a subfamily of C(X 2

, X).

Remark. A constant function in C(X, X) operates on A c C(K, X) if
and only if that constant is an element of A. We prefer to consider the
constants as operators on A rather than as elements of A.

In this work we consider three problems:

1. For which metric spaces X do there exist subfamilies H of
UI! ~ ; C(X", X) as above?

2. If, for some metric space X, such families H exist, when can they
be chosen in C(X 2

, X)? (We see later that no such H can be a subset of
C(X, X).)

3. Assuming that C(X2
, X) itseif is such a family, what special

property must a proper subfamily H of C(X2
, X) have in order to satisfy

the above; and, in particular, which subfamilies H of QR2
, R) do the job?

The problems are studied in the following sections, but first, we presen'~

some definitions and notation and mention some of the results.
All topological spaces in this work are assumed to be Hausdorff spaces.

K always stands for a compact space. If (X, d) is a metric space and Y is
a Hausdorff space then C( Y, X) is the space of continuous X-valued
functions on Y with the topology of uniform convergence on compact
subsets of Y. A c C( Y, X) separates points if, for Y1 i= Y2 in Y, f( Y;) i= f( Y2)

for some f EA. He C(X T
, X) operates on A if each hE H operates 0;1 A.

DEFIKITIO:--:. (i) A subfamily H of Un ~ 1 C( X", X) is said to be a
generating family if the following holds: for every compact K and every
A c C(K, X) which separates points, if H operates on A then A is dense in
C(K, X).

(ii) A metric space X is in Class 1 if UI! ~ 1 C(X", X) is a generating
family.

(iii) A metric space X is in Class 2 if C(X 2
; X) is a generating family.

Now we can state our problems more precisely:

Problem 1. Identify the metric spaces in Class 1.

Problem 2. Among the members of Class 1, find those in Class 2.

Problem 3. For X in Class 2, find the generating families He C(X 2
, Xi.

In Section 1 we show that absolute retracts (AR) and zero-dimensional
metric spaces are in Class 1. Note that by this fact the Stone-Weierstrass
theorem follows easily from the Weierstrass theorem. Indeed, since by the
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Tietze theorem, R is an AR, it is in Class 1. If A c C(K) = C(K, R) is a
closed algebra which contains the constants, then each polynomial in
C(Rfl, R) = C(Rfl ) operates on A and, by the Weierstrass theorem, C(Rfl )
operates on A. It follows that if A separates points, then A =C(K). (This
proof applies the Weierstrass theorem in every finite dimension and thus
can hardly be considered "simpler" than the classical proof which uses only
the approximation of Ixl by polynomials on compact intervals. Still it
provides us with a different viewpoint and indicates that the Stone
Weierstrass theorem is built out of two main ingredients: analytic (namely
the Weierstrass theorem) and topological (the fact that R is in Class 1).)

The n-dimensional spheres Sfl (n ~ I) are simple examples of spaces not
in Class 1. (Let A c C(Sfl' Sfl) consist of the null-homotopic elements. A is
closed, separates points, and C((SIl)k, Sn) operates on A for every k ~ 1.) In
Section 1 we also present examples of spaces in Class 1 which are neither
ARs nor zero-dimensional.

In Section 2 we make some observations with respect to Problem 2
which can be regarded as a generalized topological version of Hilbert's 13th
problem. The only useful information we have on Class 2 is that it contains
all Banach spaces and some zero-dimensional spaces. Problem 3, which is
considered in Section 3, is of an analytic nature. We show, among other
things, that for every non-linear polynomial p(x) in C(R), the family H =
{j(x, y) = p(x) - y, constants} is a generating family (for R), while the
family H o= {_x2 + y, constants} is not a generating family. Thus, -Ho=
{x 2

- y, constants} is generating, while H o is not. We also characterize all
g(x) E C l(R) so that H = {g(x) - y, constants} is generating.

1. PROBLB1 1

To study Class 1, it is convenient to introduce another class, Class 1*,
which, as we see later, is contained in Class 1 and whose members can be
identified more easily.

DEFINITION. A metric space X is in Class 1* if the following holds: For
every compact K and every subset A of C(K, X) which separates points, if
for every power T, C(X T

, X) operates on A, then A = C(K, X).

Note that in this definition we assume more (namely that C(X T
, X)

operates on A for every T and not just for finite T) and require more (that
A = C(K, X)) than in the definition of Class 1.

DEFINITIONS. Let T be a set of indices, and let {XI' t E T} and X be
metric spaces.
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(i) Let T' be a subset of T, and let f E CiI1'E T X" X). f is said to
depend only on the variables of T' iff(x)=goP(x), where P:l1 rET X r ->

IlIE T XI is the canonical projection and g E C(f1IE r X" X).

(ii) For a positive integer fl, C,,(TIIE T XI' Xl = {j E C(IlIE T X" Xl:
f depends on some subset T' of T with cardinality !1}.

("') ,., ('n X X') U C '{1 X V\ 'r ~'I1 Y"",'.til L F iET n = n;?:l n\, lET pA,=tJEl.\ l.tET~"'n·/i!:

f depends on some finite T' c T}.

LnmA 1. Let T, X" t E T, and X be as above. Then CF(IlI" T X" Xi is
dense in qTI lET X" X).

Proof Let d be the metric function on X, let e > 0, letf E crIll" T X" Xj,
and let K c IlIE T X, be compact. We must show that there is some
hECF(TIrETXnX) so that d(f(w), g(II'))<e for every w in K. Let kEK.
Let Bk = B(f(k), e/2) = {x E X:d(x,f(k)) < 8,'2}. f- ;(Bk ) is an open subset
of Il'E T X, which contains k. By the definition of the product topolcgy
there exists an open subset Vk of TIl E T X, of the form Vk = 11r E Tic. J

"
k X

TI'E Tlk XI' where Tk is a finite subset of T and J I•k is an open subset of
X" tE Tk> so that kE Vkcf--l(Bd. By the compactness of K, there exists
a finite subset K' of Kso that {VdkEK' covers K. Set T=U{Tk:kEK'},
Then T' is finite. For t E T\T' let)'1 be some fixed (but othenvise arbitrary)
point in Xr. Let g: TI'E T' XI ~ X be defined by g(TI'E l' XI) = f(I1IE l' X, X

TI'Er,)")' Let hECF(IlIETXn X) be defined by h(w)=g{P,,), ",vhere
P:nrETXI~TIIET'X, is the canonical projection. We claim that h does
the job. Indeed, let WE K. Thus WE Vk for some k E K. Then bothfiw} and
h(w) are in Bk. Forf(w) this is trivial since Vkcf-!(Bk). Let h"ElItETX,
be defined by Pw' = PH', and for tE r .. T', P,J\" =)'1 (where PI: f11~ TX,-+
XI is the canonical projection). Then w' is also in Vk (since w' differs
from Ii' only in the coordinates of T\T') while Vk depends only on the
coordinates of TkcT'. Also, h(w)=g(Pw)=g(p\\,')=f(H-') by the
definition ofg. Thus h(W)Ef-1(Vk!cBk • It follows that d(f(w)., h(w})~

d(f(J\),f(k)) + d(f(k), h(w)) < 8. I

LEMMA 2. Let hE C(X T
, X) and let A c elK, X). If h operates or; A then

it operates on A.

Proof Let {fILETcA and 8>0 be given. Define f:K~XT by
(f(k)L=j;(k). Set S=f(K)cX T

• For kEK, set Bk=B(h(f(k)), ~e)cX

Then h-1(Bk ) is open in X T and contains s=f(k). Hence there exists a
basic neighbourhood Vk off(k) in X T so that Vkc:h-i(B k ) is of the form

J.T n B(f(k' ' ., 1'T T"Vk= ,I },OI.k!!XA -,
IEh
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with Tk c T finite. Set Uk = TILE Tk B(f,(k), !<5"k) x XT', h. Then

l(k)E Ukc Vkch-1(Bd·

By the compactness of S there exists a finite subset K' of K so that
{Uk} kE K' covers S.

Set <5 = min {<5"k:k EK', t E Td. <5 is positive. For each t E T, let g, E A so
that for every kEK, d(glk),I,(k»<!<5. Such g/s exist since/rEA, tET.
Defineg:K_XTby (g(k»,=glk). Let IVEK. Thenf(w)ES, SOf(W)EUk
for some kEK'. It follows then that g(w) is in Vkch-1(Bk ). So, both
h(f(w» and h(g(w» are in Bb and it follows that d(h(f(w», h(g(w))) < c
for all II' E K. As h operates on A, hog E A, and thus, since c is arbitrary,
h of E"4 and we are done. I

LEM~fA 3. Let Dc C(XT, X) and A c C(K, X). If D operates on A then
15 operates on A.

Proof Let hE 15 and {/r LET C A be given. Let f: K - X T be defined by
(f(k»,=I,(k). Set S=f(K)cXT. Let {hn}n'?'lCD be a sequence which
converges to h uniformly on compact subsets of X T

, and in particular on
S. Then by Lemma 2, hn 0 f E A and hnc I converges to he! uniformly on
K. Hence h c f is in A and the lemma follows. I

THEOREM 1. Class 1 contains Class 1*.
Proof Let X be in Class 1*. Let A c C(K, X) separate points, and

assume that for all n, c(xn, X) operates on A. This clearly implies that for
every power T, CF( X T, X) operates on A. (The two statements are actually
equivalent.) It follows from Lemma 3 that the closure of CF(XT, X) in
C(XT, X) operates on A. So, by Lemma 1, C(XT, X) operates on A, and
since X is in Class 1*, ,,4 = C(K, X), i.e., X is in Class 1. I

The following theorem characterizes the elements of Class 1*.

THEOREM 2. Let X be a metric space. Then X is in Class 1* if and only
if the following holds:

(* ) For every power T and for every compact subset S 01 X T, every
function f E C(S, X) is continuously extendable over X T.

COROLLARIES. (i) El/ery absolute retract is in Class 1*.
(ii) Every zero-dimensional metric space is in Class 1*.

(iii) If X is in Class 1* and X contains a cOPJ' of [0,1] (or, equiv
alently, if X contains any other absolute retract) then for every normal space
Y and every compact subset S of Y, every f in C(S, X) is extendable over Y.
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In particular if X is a compact element of Class 1* which contains a copy of
[0, 1] then X is an absolute retract.

Proof of Corollaries. (i) is trivial and (ii) follows from [Kur,
p. 333 (vi)]. For (iii), let X be in Class 1*. If S is a compact subset of a
normal space Y, set A = {IECiS, X), f is extendable over Y}. It is easy to
check (see Proof of Theorem 2) that for every T, C(X T

, X) operates on A.
Also, if X contains [0, 1] then the [0, 1]-valued elements of C( S, Xl are II:
A and separate the points of S. It follows that A = CIS, X). I

Proof of Theorem 2. Let X be in Class 1*. Let K c Xl be compact. Set

A = {IE C(K, X):fis extendable over Xl}.

Then for every t E T the restriction q1= P1.lK, where Pi: X T -> X, 1S the
canonical projection, is obviously in A, and since {q I LET separate the
points of K, so does A. Also, for every set D of indices, C(XD

, X) operates
on A. Indeed, if {fb}bEDcA, let {Fb}bED be their extensions to Xl. Then
for every h in C(XD, X), h: {Fo}bED is an extension of h, UdbED' so
h, U6} bED is in A. As X is in Class 1*, A = C(XT, X), so X satisfies (*).

Conversely, let X satisfy (*). Let A c C(K, X) be a subset that separates
the points of K, and assume that for every T, C(X T

, X) operates or: A
Define t/J:K->XA by (tfi(k))j=f(k), fEA. As A separates points, lj; is
one-io-one and, by compactness of K, t/J is a homeomorphism of K onto
S = tfi(K) C X A

• Let g E C(K, X). Then g: t/J -, E C(S. X). Since X satisfies
(*), gcljJ-1 is extendable to a function hE C(XA, X). As C{XA, Xl operates
on A, h:{I}jEA=h:t/JEA. But for kEK, ljJ(k)ES, so hlj;(K)=
go t/J-l: tfi(k) = g(k). Thus gE A, i.e., A = C(K, X), and we are dor:.e. I

The following is an example of metric spaces in Class 1 but not in
Class 1*.

EXA\1PLE. Let Xo={(t,sinl/t):O<t~l} and let Xo~XcXock' be
any set which lies between X o and its closure in R 2

• We claim that X is in
Class 1 but not in Class 1*. The fact that X is not in Class 1* follows from
Corollary (iii), since X contains a copy of [0,1] in Xv, and if aEXo and
bE X\'xo, then the function f: {O, l} -> X so that f(O) = a and f( 1) = b 1S
not extendable over [0, 1].

The fact that X is in Class 1 follows from the next more general lemma.

LEMMA 4. Let (X, d) be a metric space. Let X o c X be an AR so that
for erery £ > 0 there exists a continuous mapping re : X ~ XJ such that
d(x, rJ:) < f, for erery x in X. Then X is in Class l.

Remarks. (i) The condition clearly implies that Xo is dense in X.
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(ii) Note that rs need not be a retraction.

(iii) In our example X o is homeomorphic to (0, 1] and hence is an
AR. Also, given e> 0, r" can be constructed as follows: let n be so large that
tn(4n - 3) > l/e, and let r" be the retraction of X onto Xn = {(t, sin l/t):
2/n(4n - 1) ~ t ~ I} obtained by moving a point x E J\Xn parallel to the
x-axis until it meets X n • One checks easily that d(x, rsx) < e for all x in X.

Proof of Lemma 4. Let A c C(K, X) separate points and assume that
for all n?: 1, C(Xn, X) operates on A. We must show that A is dense in
C(K, X). Identify C(K, Xo) with {j E C(K, X), f(K) c X o} and set Ao=
An C(K, Xo). C(K, Xo) is dense in C(K, X) since, for f in C(K, X),
r" 0 f E C(K, Xo) and d(f(k), rJ(k» < c. We complete the proof by showing
that Ao is dense in C(K, X o). Ao separates points since, iffE A distinguishes
between two points in K, then so does r£ 0 f for sufficiently small e > 0, and,
as r" E C(X, X) which operates on A, rs 0 f E An C(K, Xo) = Ao. We claim
that C(X~, Xo) operates on Ao. Indeed, let h E C(X~, X o) and let
{jJ7~lcAo. Set y=U7~Ji(K)cXo. Let HEC(Xn,Xo)cC(X'"X) be
an extension of h/yn: yn ---+ X o. (H exists since Xo is an AR and Y is
compact.) Then g=H(flJ2' ...In)EA since C(Xn, X) operates on A, and
gEAo as g(K)cH(Xn)cXo. Also, for kEK, (fl(k), ...,f,,(k»E yn and on
yn, H agrees with h, so g = h(fl' ...,f,,) E A o. Recall that by Theorem 1 and
Corollary (i), X o is in Class 1. Hence Ao is dense in C(K, X o) and we are
done. I

2. PROBLEM 2

Let X be a metric space and let n be a positive integer. In C(Xn, X)
consider the composition operation which assigns to every (n + 1I-tuple h,
fl J2' .··In of elements of C(X n, X) another element h(fl' ...In) in
C(X", X).

DEFINITION. Let H be a subset of C(X", X). Then comp H denotes the
smallest subset of C(Xn, X) which contains H and is invariant under the
composition operation. comp H is the closure of comp H. Clearly
comp H = Uk;>O H k , where H o = H, and H k + 1 consists of compositions of
elements of H k • Hilbert's 13th problem contains the conjecture that
comp C2(R 3

, R) # C(R 3
, R). (See Definition (ii).) This has been refuted by

Arnold [A] and Kolmogorov [Kol]. Kolmogorov's result is surprisingly
strong. It shows in particular that for each n?: 2,
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(where x+ y is the addition function in C-eJRn, R).) See [Stl] for a survey
of related results.

DEFI"'ITION. Class 3 consists of the metric spaces X such that
comp cl(xn, X) = C(X", Xl for every n ~ 3.

From Kolmogorov's theorem it follows that R is in Class 3. However, as
the polynomials in C(R") are in comp Cl(R", R), the Weierstrass theorem
implies this as well. Maleev [M] proved that for every pair (n, k) of non
negative integers, X = r x (Sl)k satisfies the following Koimogorov type
result (I is the interval [0, 1] and S 1 the i-sphere): There exists some h
in qXl , X) so that comp(C1(Xm,X)u{h})=C(X"',X), m~2. Thus,
1" x (S ilk are in Class 3 for all nand k. From the results of [St-WJ and
[5t2J it follO\\ls that every Banach space is in Class 3.

Gadzhiev proved in [Gl] that comp Cl(iS3)3, S3)= C((S3)3, S3)' where
S3 is the 3-sphere; however, in [G2] he showed that camp C3((53 )4, S3)
differs from C((53)4, 53)' and it seems that his argument shows that 53 is
not in Gass 3.

Our interest in Class 3 results from the following theorem.

THEOREM 3. Class 2 consists of the intersection of Classes 1 and 3.

Proof Let X be in Class 2. Then X is in Class 1 and C(X 2
, X) IS a

generating family. Set A = comp CjX", X). Then A c C(X", X) separates
the points of xn and obviously C(Xl , X) operates on A. As C(X 2

, X) is
generating, A must be dense, and thus X is in Class 3. Note that by defini
tion the operation of a generating family implies density when A c C(K, X)
with K compact. We applied this here for A c c(xn, X), where X" may fail
to be compact. But this is still valid since the topology in qr, Xl is that
of uniform convergence on compacts. Conversely, assume that X is in both
Gasses 1 and 3. Let A c C(K, X) separate points, and let C(X~, X) operate
on A. Then, for each n, comp Cl(X", Xl operates on A. By Lemma 3,
comp Cl(X", X) operates on A. Thus )l is dense in C(K, Xl and X is ir.,
Class 2. I

It seems as though Class 3 contains Class 1. By Theorem 3 this wcu1d
imply that Classes 1 and 2 agree. We leave this as an open question.

Question 1. Does Class 3 contain Class 1?

Question 2. Does Class 3 contain Class 1*?

Question 3. Does Class 3 contain all AR's and all zero-dimensional
spaces?

For zero-dimensional spaces we have the following partial result.
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THEOREM 4. Let X be a finite dimensional compact metric space. If X 2

is homeomorphic to a subset of X, then for all n ~ 2, comp C2 (X", X) =
C(X", X), and in particular X is in Class 3, and hence in Class 2.

Proof Let h be a homeomorphism of X 2 into X. Define h,,: X" ~ X
by h2 =h, h"+I(.\"I,X2 , ... ,x,,+d=h(h,,(x1 , ... ,x,,), x,,+d. h" is then in
comp C2(X", X) and is a homeomorphism. Note that if dim X~ 1, then
dim X 2 ~ dim X + 1. (See [E, p. 98, 1.9.E(b)]). Hence dim X = O. Thus,
by [Kur, p.333, (vi)], h;;l: h,,(X") ~ X" is extendable to a mapping
H,,: X ~ X". LetfE C(X", X). Define r E C(X, X) by r(x) = f(H,,(x)). Then
for WEX"

r(h,,(w)) = f 0 H" 0 h,,(w) = f(w).

As r E C1(X", X) it follows that f Ecomp C2(X", X). I

3. PROBLEM 3

In this section we consider generating families He C(X 2
, X), where X is

in Class 2. Since, aside from some zero-dimensional spaces, the only
members of Class 2 we know of are Banach spaces, we concentrate on
those, and in particular on the most interesting case, X = R. Still in the
general frame we have the following characterization of generating families.

THEOREM 5. Let X be in Class 2. A subset H of C(X 2
, X) is generating

if and only (f comp{ H u {x} u {y} } = C(X 2
, X), 11lhere x is the projection

h(x, y) = x and y is the projection g(x, y) = J'.

Proof Let H operate on a subset A of C(K, X) which separate points.
Then clearly comp{H u {x} u {y} } also operates on A, and by Lemma 3,
comp{Hu{x}u{y}} operates on A. Thus, ifcomp{Hu{x}u{y}}=
C(X 2

, X), then .it is dense in C(K, X) since X is in Class 2. ConFersely, A =
comp{Hu {x} u {y}} C qX2

, X) separates points, and H operates on A.
Thus, if H is generating, then A must be dense, and we are done. I

DEFINITIONS. Let He C(X 2
, X).

1. E(H)=comp{Hu {x} u {y}}.

2. Let r: X ~ Y be a homeomorphism of X onto Y. For hE qX2, X),
let h* = rltr -1 E C( y 2

, Y) be defined by

h*(Yl' Y2) = rhr- 1(Yl' Yz) = r(h(r- 1Yl' r- 1Yz))
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and for He C(X 2
, X),

H * - 'T"Hr- i - {rhr- i 'hE H~ ~ n y2 y\- '" - ....! '-- '-'......., ;'

PROPOSITIO!'i 1. Let X be in Class 2 and let r: X ---> Y be a homec
morphism. Then He C(X2

, X) is generating if and only (f H* c C( y 2
• Y) is

generating.

Proof One checks easily that h*clf*,g*)=(hc(f,g))*. Hence
(E(H))* = E(H*). Thus, H is generating iff E(H) is dense in C(X 2

, Xi, iff
(E(H))* is dense in C( y2, Y), and iff H* is generating. I

From now on we restrict the discussion to real Banach spaces. Let X be
a Banach space. Let x + y, x - y, tx denote the functions fix, y) = x -+. y,
g(x,y)=x-y, and h(x)=tx (tER), respectively. Let C 1(Xn,X) denote
the continuously differentiable elements of C(xn, Xi. Let also

s. W(X) = {h E qx, X): {x - y, iX, t E R, constants, h}

is a generating family}

and

D(X) = {h E qx, X): {x - y, constants, h} is generating}.

Note that D(X) c S. W(X) and that the Stone-Weierstrasse theorem says
that h(x)=x2 is in S.W(R).

The families S. W(X) and D(X) were studied in [St-W] and [St2],
respectively. In particular it is proved in [St~WJ that for every Banach
space X, S. W.(X) is dense in X; that S. W(R) consists of the non-affine
functions of qR); and the elements of S. W.(R") are identified explicitly.
Similar results are obtained in [St2] for D(X) (\ C I(X, X).

In particular it follows from those results that f E D(R) (\ C l(R) if 2cnd
only if f is non-affine, and no proper closed subgroup G of R is a
generalized period of f (G is a generalized period of f if for x, J E R,
x - Y E G implies that f(x) - I( Y) E G. If G = aZ, a> 0, this is equivalent to
the identity f(x + a) = f(x) + f(a) - frO) for all .Y E R. See [5t2].) Thus
every non-linear polynomial and every exponential eP(xl, p a polynomiaL
are in D(R).

THEOREM 6. Let X be a Banach space. Let f E C(x, X), and let l1(x, y) =
f{x) - Y E C(X 2

, X). Then H = {h(x, y}, constants} is generating if and only
ifIE D(X).
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Proof Clearly,
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camp{f(x) - y, constants, x, J'}

c comp{x- y,j(x), constants, x, y}.

If H is generating then, by Theorem 5, comp{f(x)- y, constants, x,y} is
dense in C(X2

, X), and thus comp{x - y,j(x), constants, x, y} is also
dense there. By Theorem 5 again, f E D(X). Let f E D(X). We must show
that E=comp{f(x)- y, constants, x,y} is dense in C(X2

, X). We use the
terminology and notation of [St2].

(1) Iff E D(X) then the closed additive subgroup G of X generated by the
range off is the whole of X.

Proof G is a generalized period of f; indeed, for x, y in X,
f(x)- f(y)EG, and in particular for x,y in G. Thus, if G= {OJ thenfis
constant, and since it is not a constant, G must be X.

(2) Let n" n2 , ... , nk be integers. If L7~, n; is even then for every
t" t 2 , ... , tk in X, L7~, nJ(t;) + yEE, and if'L.7=, n; is odd then for every
t" ..., tk in X, 'L.7~, nJ(tJ- yEE.

Proof By induction on L7~, In;1 =m. If m= 1, then n, =k= 1 and, as
f(x)- yEE, we apply the substitution x=t (recall that E contains the
constants) and obtainf(t)- yEE. Assume (2) for L7~,ln;1 <m, and let
L7~, In; I= m. Let m be even (the other case is similar). Then m - 1 is odd.
By subtracting 1 from one of the n;'s, n" say, we obtain that
- ((n, -1)f(t,) + L7~2 nJ(t;)) - y E E. As f(x) - Y E E we may substitute
the above for y inf(x)-y and conclude thatf(x)-(-«(n l -l)f(tJ)+
L7~2 nJ(t;)) - y) E E. Set x = t l and obtain L7~ 1 nJ(tJ + y E E.

(3) For every r:x in G, r:x ± y E E, and by (1), t - y E E for all t E X, and in
particular, - y E E.

Proof {L7~1 nJ(t;}, n;EZ, tiEX} is dense in G.

Set B= {VEC(X, X): I;(X)- YEE}.

(4) BeE since v E B implies v(x) - Y E E and set y = o.

(5) B contains the constants (by (3)) and in particular 0 E B.

(6) B is a group.

Proof Let u, rEB. Then vex) - y, u(x) - yare in E. Hence (set
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y := L~{X) - y), u(x) - (I:(x) - y) = u(x) - 1'(x) + Y E E. As - Y E E, u(x)
rex) - J' E E, i.e., u(x) - v(x) E B.

(7) f operates on B.

Proof Let v E B. Then vEE. Hence the composition he (,:, yi =
fcr(x)- YEE, sofcrEB.

(8) .fEB (since fix) - y E E).

(9) Let rEB and aEX; then L'(-X) and v(x+a) are in B.

Proof g(x,y)=r(x)- YEE, and by (3), -x and yare in E. Hence
g(-x,y)=v(-x)-YEE so v(-x)EB. By (3), a±YEE so by substitu
tion, y :=x, a±xEE. In g(x,y,=v(x)- y replace x by x+a and obtain
r(x+a)- YEE. So v(x+a)EB.

Set L = n"EB v-leO) = {a E X:L'(a) = r(O) for all rEB}.

( 10) L is a closed subgroup of X.

Proof Clearly 0 ELand, by (9), a E L implies that - a E L. Let a, bEL.
We show that v(O)=v(a+b), i.e., a+bEL. Let vEB. By (9), u(x)=
V(X+b)EB. Hence, as bEL, u(O)=v(b)=v(O), and since GEL, u(O)=

u(a) = L'(a + b). So reO) = r(a + b).

(11) Let vEB, aEL, andeEX. Then r(e+a)=r(e)+r(a)-v(O).

Proof Set u(x)=v(x+e)-r(x). UEB by (6) and (9). Thus, as GEL,
u(O)=u(a), i.e., v(e)-v(O)=L'(a+e)-v(a).

(12) Let gEE be a function of x only so that g(O) = O. Then g( L) c L.

Proof Let H" E L. Set z = g(w). We must show that Z E L, i.e., viz) = ,:(0)
for all rEB. Let vEB. Then u(x)=r(g(x))EB. So u(w)=u(O), i.e.,
v(g(w))=r(g(O)), and as g(O)=O, v(z)=v(O),

(13 ) L is a generalized period for erety element of B.

Proof We must show that for x, y E X, X - Y E L implies that g(X]
g( y) E L for g E B. Note first that we may assume g(O) = 0, since if g E B
then g(x) = g(x) - giG) E Band g(x) - g(y) = g(x) - g(y). So, let x - y =
It' ELand g E B with g(O) = 0 be given. By (11),

g(x) = g(y + 11') = g(y) + g(w) - g(O) = g(y) + g(li").

Hence g(x) - g(y) = g(w) E geL) c L by (12).
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(14) B separates the points of X.

Proof fEB and L is a generalized period off As f E D(X), L must be
trivial, i.e., L={O}. Let a,bEXand assume that v(a)=v(b) for all vEB.
As v(x - a) E B whenever v E B, v(O) = v(b - a) for all v E B. Hence b - a E L.
So b - a = 0, i.e., a = b.

Proof of the Theorem (Concluded). B is a closed subgroup of C(X, X)
which separates points and contains the constants, and f operates on B.
As f E D(X), B = C(X, X). Hence the identity function x is in B, and the
function x - y is in E. Hence {x - y, f, constants} operates on E and as
fED(X), E= C(X2

, X). I
It follows from Theorem 6 that for every non-linear polynomial p(x),

H p = {p(x) - y, constants} is generating in C(R2
). It turns out that

p(x) + y is very different.

PROPOSITION 2. Let p(x) be a polynomial whose leading coefficient is an
integer. Then {x + y, p(x), constants} is not generating.

COROLLARY. {p(x) + y, constants} is not generating either.

Proof Let p be of degree k ~ 2 and let 8 be the sign of the leading coef
ficient of p (which is assumed to be an integer). We distinguish among the
following three cases.

(1)8=1, (2) 8 = - 1 and k is even, (3) 8 = - 1 ad k is odd.

In case (1), let A c C(R) consist of the constants and all the polynomials
of positive degree with leading coefficient in the set N of positive integers.
From the classical theory of Chebyshev (see, e.g., [L, p. 32]) it follows that
A is a closed subset of C(R). (The restriction of A to every interval J c R
of length ~ 4 is closed in C(J).) It is clear that A separates points and that
H = {x + y, p(x), constants} operates on A.

As A =1= C(R), H is not generating. (Note that the same proof shows that
Au{x+y} is not generating.) In case (2), note that H={p(x), x+y,
constants} is generating if and only if H* = {- p( - x), x + y, constants}
is generating. (Apply Proposition I with r(x) = -x, X = Y = R). As
case (1) applies to - p( - x), H is not generating.

In case (3) we need a slightly more complicated test set A. Let A =
UI:;, -1 AI' where A_I = the constants.

AI = {polynomials of degree e with leading coefficients in ( _1)1 N}. As
in case (1), A is closed in C(R) and H= {p(x), x+ y, constants} operates
on A. I
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EXAMPLE, H = {X2- y, constants} is generating, by Theorem 6, while
- H = {- x 2 + y, constants} is not generating, by Proposition 2.
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